A. Complete the following sentences with a, the, Ø:
1. His father runs...........shop in...........town centre.
2. ...........children are not always very nice.
3. I helped...........blind lady to cross...........street.
4. Not all...........teachers are strict!
5. ...........schools we visited were all interesting.
6. ...........journalists often work late at night.
7. Can I take...........magazines on...........table?

B. Complete the sentences with be, have, do in the right form:
1. What...........the shops like?
2. What...........your sister like doing?
3. ...........Chicago like New York?
4. I...........cold, shut the window please!
5. ...........Tom got a pet at home?
6. They...........the same age.
7. What...........you afraid of?

C. Express their likes and dislikes. Use a different expression for each sentence:
1. Johnny and Brenda__________________about playing basketball.
2. Are you__________________of playing the flute?
3. I can’t__________________eating meat. I’m vegetarian.
4. I don’t__________________going to the cinema. I’m easy.
5. She_______really__________beans. She prefers carrots and peas.
6. What_____you___________in: detective stories or love stories?

D. Use the following adjectives and compare the two characters. Make 6 sentences using the 3 comparatives:

- Sexy / intelligent / slim / good-looking / energetic / dangerous

SHREK

LARA CROFT
E- Describe this lady:
- Describe this character and her environment.
- Imagine her personality (what is she fond of, facial expression).
- Imagine her routine, likes and dislikes.

F- Imagine. What does Vicky do every day?
>> Use: go / visit / eat / watch / play / have.
>> Make 3 negative sentences and 3 positive sentences.

CRITERES :
a/ J’ai utilisé les verbes donnés. /2
b/ J’ai fait 3 phrases négatives. /1,5
c/ J’ai fait 3 phrases positives. /1,5
d/ J’ai conjugué correctement les verbes. /2
e/ J’ai fait des phrases syntaxiquement correctes avec majuscules et points. /1

G_Describe :

a- Who are they?
b- Where are they?
c- What are they doing?
d- What do they look like?
e- Who do they look like?